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In the bible of King James version.  Version in the description of to understand that version is 
translation.  Overtime, throughout time, God interferes the time covered from the beginning 
to the promise of a contract called the covenant with those that He chose to survive to live 
life a free life to take care of each other and the life, the healthy life, that keeps the people 
and earth alive. 
The questions is over time of history: 
a)Did the second coming of Christ record a history not written that a civilization may have 
died out with the assistance of God’s hand?
b) Is the lost civilizations not what God wanted? 
c) Did Christ assist the end of those and leave those living today a mystery that He has already 
arrived to those civilizations? 
d) Was it clues to the end that that was Not what God intended and the dwell of life not 
recorded?  Yet, the remains gave clues to the current present to investigate to find a logical 
answer to provide only limited extent of science why the whole civilization disappeared i.e. 
Easter Island, the pyramids on several continents - reason questionable- natural disaster by or 
assisted by GOD only to record to certain point.
e) Did Jesus Christ say that the tower of Babel happened again or before in another area of 
time to lift or remove  too many self serving that forgot, ignored or abandoned God that gave 
life  to them to live a healthy happy peaceful life to understand how to get along again with a 
different Pentecost? - Pentecost where God gave the gift of translation.

The time line of the logical pattern of thought noted as Socrates year of 630 (?) arrived and 
then Christ was noted in line of history after Socrates in the year of ____.

Though Socrates was tried, sentenced to death for logical pattern of thought and too much 
influence among the youth of men and women- mostly men. Socrates died the death 
sentence of a recorded death in time of a trial by law was found guilty and therefore 
sentenced to commit suicide by hemlock.  Was there a recorded struggle force at the time as 
written when the suicide prescribed by law was handed to Socrates?  ‘NO’ he drank the 
prescribed verdict under the instructions of the executioner that gave Socrates the described 
experience he would experience once the hemlock was drank.  The executioner described a 
horrible poison results that the body would under take until death. Knowing this, an earlier 
friend Kreaton,  before the entrance of the executioner arrives asking to hide Socrates in the 
area in villages etc. but Socrates decides not to run but die by the law of the time.  Socrates 
was not God but died to better others lives.

Christ was arrested for his teaching of the extension of the old Testament law from his Jewish 
background.  The King of Kings, as noted by Christians, proved to be a threat as was Socrates 
(again Socrates was not compared to God but a threat to keep a kingdom for a different land)
Did God send Socrates but NOT for religious reasons?

Creation of the world- Is it done? Really done?  Was it not the initial creation that was done?
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The Gallop Gus Islands the proof that God’ s creation of life is Not done.
Under the right conditions life is created and recreated i.e. the most recent discovered the 
swimming black lizards on an Island near Gallop Gus Islands that eat not flesh but plant life 
and grows under water in the ocean and on another island near Gallop Gus Islands of the 
recently discovery of water white birds that doe not fly that swim that eat fish from the 
ocean.

Thought for consideration to keep life living- Circle of Life, Creation and Recreation
Volcanoes eruptions making more land.
The eruptions causing the earths atmosphere to warm to grow the earth.
Polar carps still melting.
With space being extremely cold the earth is growing in upward outer direction.
Beyond the outer atmosphere space is extremely cold.  The closer to outer space the colder 
the mountain tops could become again within time depending on how high the ground 
reached towards space.
More land reaching for a cold atmosphere.
How many years? Is it of a thousand to million of years to reach completely cold snow caps 
that have not been capped for a very long time? Or a lot sooner.
Energy of the atmosphere.  Energy of the middle called core of the earth that erupts to make 
land. The sun is constant Energy compared to what’s in the middle of the earth that makes 
land. The core of the earth that may make land but contains the Energy that feeds Energy-an 
explosion to feed another explosion-the core is like the sun in the middle of the earth but the 
waste becomes the land. What drops from burned Energy waste burns another Energy.
Energy released in volcano erupts is not just lava but heat that enters the atmosphere. Heat 
that makes weather changes.  That Energy may need to be recycled and comes down to feed 
the middle of the earth- to help in recharging the core-the chain reaction of a burn that 
continues to burn- circle of life.

Are we the chose ones to take care of life on earth?

Why would God give so much knowledge?

Creation of a world still survives with who and not only God?

Question on the Fallen Kingdoms of a second Christ -What do the remains tell us?

How are we chosen to live life to maintain all that He created and is still being created?

What’s in God’s plan? Was the dinosaurs to much and the violence for the beautiful paradise 
God was building? How does the Fallen Kingdoms compare to the dinosaurs to Easter Island 
and the pyramids? 

Will God join us more in visual when the molten lava moves upward and the earth grows 
even more and land mass is greater and changes?
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Why is paradise with no civilization thought of as God’s original plan to only plan to what was 
paradise and heaven on earth before we leave the earth?

If God continues to create and recreate, and there are lost civilizations that may have already 
had the second coming of Christ  are we not the ones to survive to take care of the earth as a 
civilization of  knowledge applied?  

ARE WE CHOSEN to have a place where civilization is also  the paradise that’s includes all 
kinds of plant life not just the Bahama vacation.  A vacation or an airplane that flies with 
magic of God not times of chemical reaction but a motel can be south and paid for still the 
economy that’s circulated on currency of money made for more fun and life is better without 
the Road Ranger find of an empty city that we already see in pyramids and lost civilizations.  
Will we be on vacation with God that pays with monies He’s  made on earth by having a 
business and employing people that would like to earn a vacation, house  and let us enjoy life 
more than we thought. But God revels to us only after we pass away that we where 
employed by God the entire time.

Reference:  The Holy Bible, King James, New Testament St. John, National Geographic,  movie ‘Oh God’ starring 
John Denver and George Burns
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